
Lessons Learned Record of Interview 

X On Background: Reference Organization Not 
Title 

• Corruption 

• Threat Finance 

• Suspension and Debarment 

• Continuity of effort and knowledge 

• 

Key takeaways: 

Work in which interview subject was involved 
• Found disbarments to be ineffective because Army wouldn't act on it. I moved on to build 

framework for putting money in a 'hot zone' and helped create comprehensive vendor vetting, 
creating a list of approved vendors. Also would monitor what's happening; if there's any 
suspicious behavior, you can dig into financial records (partner with FINTRACA and FINCEN) 

• Can create suspicious activity reports (SARS) on flows of$10,000 or less, which then extended 
into the hawala network 

• Can then build out graphical networks of players and transactions and overlay that with 
intelligence and determine if the player is good or bad and decide how to act on it. 

Issues with continuity of effort and knowledee 
• Continuity of efforts on US side rolled off; continuity and depth of knowledge Oost]- DOJ guy 

rolled out 
• There are still two cases - $120 million total- related to transportation security; negotiations 

have been suspended but the cases are still valid 



Lessons Learned Record of Interview 

(b)(6), (b)(?)(C) • Kleptocracy group - ; again, this was personality-driven 
• Saw 6 rotations in 24 months while in Afghanistan 
• This is bad for situational understanding and continuity 

Suspension and Debarment issues 
• Problems: short-term; shell companies back into the game 
• Regulation is to look at everything over $50K 
• It can't be an unfunded mandate; need to switch into operational piece. This is how you 

make it stick. 
• Out of sustainment money, 25% of it is going to the enemy directly. Afghan individuals say 

more is going to the enemy. 
• The intel side looks at enemy actors, not companies. Law enforcement is looking at 

criminality. No one is looking at businesses. 
• Issue of food and fuel contracts: military attitude is "don't mess with our beans and bullets" 
• USAID believed in vendor vetting, but USAID and DPS are very bad at 

• 

Adyice &oin& forward 
• When going into a conflict zone, need to consider, 'How will I be subverted in every way?' 

and then clip my wings before I get there 
• Need better visual view of context and players 
• Need to process capture, rather than personality-driven missions 
• Need consistency 
• Need overlap for handoversjbriefingsjtrainings 
• Operationalize the unfunded mandate 
• Need to have a reach-back cell- ability to rotate in and out, but keep involved 

o DCMI working against this on contractor level 
• Need better incentive/promotional structures 
• Need a core of very motivated civilians and a core of trusted contractor agents 

o Nothing is wrong with making money if its warranted 




